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Abstract-This paper relates the asymptotic and bounded-input bounded-output (BIBO) stability 
properties of a nonperiodic sampling system with respect to those of a nominal system obtained for a 
constant nominal sampling period. The stability properties depend on the nominal system state (or 
alternatively the current one) as does the fastest time constant of the system. Appropriate input-output, 
time-varying difference equations are derived under weak conditions. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Nonperiodic sampling has been found very useful for improvement of the transient behaviour of 
dynamic systems and for compensating undesirable disturbances in the continuous plant parameters 
in continuous discrete systems [l-3]. Also, the transmission of measuring errors has been optimized 
by an adequate choice of the sampling instants when studying the properties of controllability, 
state observability [4], identifiability and model matching [S]. The common technique to study 
these properties was to take measurements so as to translate the original problem into an algebraic 
system of linear equations. The coefficient matrix of such a system was decomposed into the 
product of the following matrices: 
(1) that associated with the structural properties-see Troth [4] for observability 
and controllability and Thowsen [6] for identifiability; 
and 
(2) that associated with the set of sampling instants (which is also indirectly dependent 
on the structure of the continuous system)-see Troth [4] and de la Sen [S]. 
In this way, sufficient conditions on the set of sampling instants must be established in order to 
maintain the property under study from the continuous case in terms of a full-rank condition for 
its discrete form. This permits the use of the advantages inherent in the discretization from a 
technological point of view combined with an appropriate distribution of the sampling points to 
diminish the errors in the results from data errors. 
This paper deals with the stability of nonperiodic sampling systems related to those which involve 
the use of a nominal sampling period. Section 2 presents exact and approximate difference quations 
under controllability assumptions of the original continuous differential system. These models 
which are alternatives to that of de la Sen [;I], under additional hypotheses, use the mean state 
transition matrix over the n last sampling periods (n being the order of the continuous system), 
and the induced sampling points (multiple integers of the mean sampling period) to implement he 
difference equation. In Section 3, stability properties of the free and forced systems are related to 
those arising from the use of a nominal constant sampling period. The main results presented here 
are based upon an extension of a Lyapunov-Poincare stability theorem and when applied to the 
problem under consideration imply a boundedness of the norms of the error matrices between the 
state transition matrices of the nominal and current systems and the square norm of the current 
(or alternatively the nominal) system state. This is used to compute the fastest ime constant of the 
system, valid for use in the models of Section 2, without requiring computations involving the 
current state transition matrix. All the proofs are given in the Appendix. In Section 3 (Remarks), 
some indications of the usefulness of the analysis are given. 
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Notation 
x(.), z(s) denote state vectors (the second one in the system to be controlled); 
4(e), exp (At) denote state transition matrices; 
I() denotes control transition matrices; 
characters with an overbar represent mean values; 
A\(*) = exp [AAT.,] d enotes the error between the current and nominal transition 
matrices; 
T*, ‘T;.,, AT., denote the nominal sampling period, the current one and 
A?;., = IT;., - T*; 
A, b are the plant and control matrices of the continuous differential system; 
for two scalar functions of real variables, s(t) and r(t), the notation y = O(x) means 
that there exists a positive bounded real constant k such that lsl G k lrl, Vt E R. 
y(.) usually denotes the scalar output vector of the considered model. In some 
exceptional cases (for instance, in Theorem 4) this notation is used for the state vector 
of a nominal unforced system, in such cases this is clearly indicated. 
2. MODELS FOR NONPERIODIC SAMPLING SYSTEMS 
This section is concerned with the use of models for nonperiodic sampling systems and the study 
of their stability properties. These questions are important for the identification method described 
in the next section. 
2.1. Derivation of the Models 
A time-varying model, which uses input-output measurements only, has been presented by 
de la Sen [7] for describing nonperiodic sampling systems. Such a model requires the use of input 
and output measurements only and represents a method (formally similar to the z-transform) for 
describing nonperiodic sampling which does not involve the use of state measurements. 
Consider the continuous time-invariant linear system 
k(t) = Ax(r) + bu(t), x(0) = c, (1) 
where x(t) is the state n-vector, u(t) is the scalar input and A and b are of appropriate dimensionalities. 
The discretization of equation (1) by using a sampler and zero-order-hold has led previously [7] 
to 
x(G+i(k)) = $(Qx(<+i-l(k)) +r(Q&+i-l(k)), i = l,Z...,n, (2) 
where 
C+k-i(k) ’ G+k-i- l(k) + KY 
s Fh &Tk) a exp(AT& T(Tk) 4 exp [A( Tk - T)]b dr, 0 
li A h+l - tk, tk(k) = tk, t,+,(k) = tn+k, z = f”;i;’ x; 
I 
V integers k 2 n, and initial conditions for 0 G k < n - 1; 
(3) 
with the T;.,(k) being the so-called induced sampling instants by the real sampling points cc.). They 
are defined using the mean sampling period q., of each modelling interval [ff,tn+k], all integers 
k > 0, and play a crucial role in defining the system dynamics since the problem treatment becomes 
very close to that of constant sampling within the modelling interval. The inputs m() are directly 
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related to the original inputs u(.). Throughout the paper, it will be assumed for linearization 
purposes that the current sampling period is sufficiently small. 
Remark 1 
The model in equation (2) is very useful for describing nonperiodic sampling systems in their 
canonical state-space controllability forms. Using such a model, the state transformation necessary 
to convert an arbitrary state-space realization into its controller form depends explicitly on the 
controllability matrices in both the old and new vector bases [S]. 0 
Using a Taylor series expansion of 4(z) and r( Tk) around T = 0, equation (2) becomes 
X(&+i(k)) = (0 + AQX(c+i-l(k)) + T$m(<+i-,(k)) + O(T,f); (4) 
equation (2) will be referred to as the exact model. Approximate model will mean that terms in 
0(T:) are neglected. The words current and nominal will mean implementation of equations (2) 
and (4) by using either the sequence {T,, k B 0} or T* as current and nominal sampling periods 
both for the current plant parameters. The linearized equation (4) will be used in the identification 
method presented in Section 3. 
The following result establishes a time-varying input-output description for nonperiodic sampling 
systems under controllability conditions. 
Theorem 1 
Consider a continuous dynamic system described by equation (1) for which the following two 
assumptions hold: 
(1) the pair (A, b) is completely controllable; 
(2) the input signal u(.) in equation (1) is sampled using a zero-order-hold at a set 
of sampling instants which preserve the controllability of the discretized system.? 
Then, the discretized system can be described by the state-space representation of an abstract 
digital system as follows: 
(i) z(tk+#)) = A,+,-,(k) ~(tk+~- 1 (k)) + b+p- l(k)m(G+,- Ak)), 40) = 2,; 
p = 1,2,..., n, V integers k 2 n and appropriate initial conditions for k = 0, 1,. . . ,n - 1; (5) 
for some time-varying (constant within each modelling interval) state transformation Sk: ~(i-,+~(k)) + 
Z(tl,+i(k)), i = 1, 2,..., n, and some input sequence m(.), or equivalently, by means of the input- 
output time-varying difference equation: 
(ii) Y(~“+J + t ai(k)y(t .+/x-i(k)) = f: bP(k)m(C+,-i(k)) 
i=l i=l 
(6) 
for appropriate relations between the sequences {u(.)} + {m(.)), {I$.)} * {y(.)} and (A,.,(+), 6,.,(.)) + 
(a,.,(.), b,9,(.)). (See equations (A.3) and (A.5)-(A.11) in the Appendix for explicit definitions.) 0 
t Namely, the finite set of scalar functions 
” /I,&) a 
s 
zj(t - r)u(r)ds, i = 1,2,...,n, j = O,l,...,n - 1, 
10 
fulfils that det(P,(rJ) # 0 [4] with the ai being such that the state transition matrix is expressed as 
n-1 
exp(Wt) = x z,(t)FV. 
,=0 
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The equivalences between the two representations in Theorem 1 need assumptions on state 
controllability and on measurability of x0 in order to have a well-posed state transformation to its 
controller canonical form. Cl 
The following result is concerned with the use of approximate models for discretized systems 
and their associated parameterizations. It permits us to directly relate the parameters of the 
continuous system with those of the discretized one and will be used in the identification method 
in Section 3. 
Theorem 2 
Assume the pair (A,@ in the controller canonical form. Then, if the mean sampling period z 
for all integers k > 0 is sufficiently small to consider the dominant term in equation (4) only [i.e. 
that which results from neglecting O(T:)], the output sequence defined by 
y(c) = cTx(t), v t 2 0 (7) 
can be approximately described by a finite-difference time-varying equation as follows: 
Y(G+~ + t ai(kMC+,-dk)) = f: Bim(i-+~-i(kh 
i=l i=l 
where 
n-l 
a._i(k) = c (-l)‘-’ 
j=l 
a,_j(k)T;-j + (- l),-i 
n-l 
p._,(k) = 1 (-l)‘-’ 
j=i 
(8) 
with the (-a,(k)) and cdk) being the components, in decreasing order, of the last row vector of the 
companion matrix A and on the output vector cT, respectively. cl 
3. STABILITY ANALYSIS 
In the following, we establish some stability results for the current exact and approximate systems 
(according to the terminology introduced in Section 2 which are compared to those relative to the 
nominal system. 
Theorem 3 
Consider the free system (2,3) with A being Hurwitz and let & h T* + AT (ie Z’) be the current 
sampling period. Then 3 AT, for each Ci E R+, such that 
Ilexp(Aq) - exp(AT*)I( < Ci llxill (10) 
provided xi f 0, V i E Z+. Cl 
Note from the Appendix that results relating to the use of IIxillP, for p > 1, in expression (10) can 
easily be deduced. 
This result is now extended to relate the current and nominal approximate systems and to relate 
the current approximated system to the exact nominal one. The interest in this lies in obtaining 
knowledge about the current system stability properties from those associated with the nominal 
sampling period. 
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Corollary 1. Assume under the hypothesis of Theorem 3 that AT = O(T*‘) = O(Tf) (i~z’). 
Then, 3 C[, C;‘ER+, such that 
provided Xi # 0. 0 
Corollary 2. Under the same hypothesis as in Corollary 1, 
II(O + AT) - exp(AT*)ll G Ci IIXil12 + O(llA 112Tf’) + O(IJAjIA~) 
< Cl’ I(Xill’; 0 < c;’ < 00, 
V integers i 2 0, such that llxijI # 0. 
The following result is an extension of the Poincare-Lyapunov theorem [9] for local variations 
of the parameters in free discrete systems. 
Theorem 4 
Assume 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
Then: 
that: 
all solutions of the discrete free equation y,+ I = Ay, (A being an n x n constant 
matrix) approach zero as t + co for y. = c, V integers t 2 0; 
the components of a vector function g(xJ are power series in the components of 
x, lacking constant and linear terms, convergent for IIx,II sufficiently small; 
llcll is sufficiently small (c being a real number). 
(i) the solution of 
X - Ax, + g(x,), I+1 - x0 = c (11) 
verifies that llx,ll G 26r l/cl1 for some bounded constant b,; 
(ii) This solution approaches zero as t -+ co, and 
11% - Yrll G h Ilcl12 (12) 
for some bounded positive constant k, . cl 
From Theorems 3 and 4, and Corollaries 1 and 2, the following result concerning the case of 
sampling systems in which the sampling sequence varies locally around a nominal sampling period 
follows immediately. 
Corollary 3. If A in equation (1) is Hurwitz, llcll is sufficiently small and 
[ATI < (’ - p)ci lJxill 
I . 
MW 
(iEZ’/x. # 0) 
1 
for some real constants 0 < M < 00, 0 < E, p < 1, then propositions (i) and (ii) in Theorem 4 are 
verified for the same constants Ci. Cl 
This results stands for A = exp (AT*) or (0 + AT*) and g(x,) = O(AT), 0(T*2) or O(Tf) + 
O(Az), depending on the system under study. 
The following results ensure stability for certain bounded deviations of the current sampling 
sequence from the nominal sampling period. Consequently, they can be applied when the sampling 
sequence only differs from the nominal one at a finite set of sampling points. 
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Theorem 5 
Both the current approximate and exact systems are stable if their corresponding nominal 
systems are asymptotically stable, the input sequence is bounded and 
( 
r-11-l 
ji& suP C n (I + llwjll) < cot 
i=Oj=l > 
&, being the jth error transition matrix between the nominal and current system. 0 
Corollary 4. Theorem 5 stands if AT = 0 (ieZ+) except for a finite set of sampling instants. q 
The following result directly relates the stability of the exact and approximate state-space models 
(2)-(4) to the exact and approximate time-varying difference equations (6)-(8). 
Theorem 6 
Let z = i be the mean sampling period on the interval [tk, ck+Jr Vk E Z+ u (0). If A 
in equation (1) is Hurwitz, then: 
(i) under the hypothesis of Theorem 3 on AT,.,, the maximum characteristic roots 
of the time-varying difference equation (6) are bounded by 
exP(RIIl,X(A)T*) + t [ k$iFF+.(Ci llXiJJ)n 1 9 
provided (Ixill # 0 for any CiER+, Vk E Z+, Vi E [k, k + n] n Z, &,,,,(.) denotes 
the maximum eigenvalue of (.); 
(ii) under the hypothesis of Theorem 2, proposition (i) applies also for the time- 
varying difference equation (8) with the bound 
1 - lL,,(4T* + t 
[ 
k~~~~+n(cillxill)2” I( 1 for T* G &_(A)1 > ’ 
V integers k 2 0. 0 
The proof follows trivially from Theorem 3 and related corollaries by bounding the absolute 
values of the eigenvalues of the mean state transition matrices on [k, k + n] with the norms of 
these matrices. 
Remarks (formulation usefulness) 
(1) Note that in Theorem 3 and all the related results, it is irrelevant to take the state vectors of 
the nominal or current systems because, since A is Hurwitz in the differential system (l), the free 
state equations of both discrete systems are asymptotically stable and equation (A.23) in the 
Appendix can be established for either of the two systems. 
(2) In summary, the above stability results ensure that for any positive bounded real constants 
Ci, if the dynamics matrix of the continuous differential system is Hurwitz, the (exact and 
approximate) error state transition matrices between the current and nominal systems are bounded 
by Ci I(x~I\~. This holds for the state of the nominal system as well as for that of the current one if 
the sampling period variation with respect o the nominal value is sufficiently small. This necessary 
“smallness” depends on the chosen Ci and on IIxil/, Vi E Z (Theorem 3 and related corollaries). 
Obviously, (7, can be chosen independently of JJxiJI, iEZ+. 
(3) Also, it is possible to relate the fastest ime constant of the system, associated with the n last 
sampling periods, with the nominal state by using time-varying difference equations. This does not 
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require computation of either the current state transition matrix (or its norm) or the time-varying 
parameters of the difference equation. The only requirement is to bound /AIT;.,/ by using a priori 
knowledge of the nominal system. The rate of convergence of the current system to equilibrium is 
quantified in relation to that of the nominal system by means of a Poincar&Lyapunov stability 
analysis (Theorem 4) under limited initial conditions. In the case of larger initial conditions (global 
stability sense) the associated study could be extended without difficulty to the last part of the 
transient response (when the state decreases ufficiently) under asymptotic stability. 
(4) Under asymptotic stability of the nominal discrete system and boundedness of the input, a 
weak uniform boundedness condition of the error state transition matrix within the nominal and 
current systems ensures BIB0 stability (Theorem 5). 
(5) It is clear that it is very easy to characterize the stability of a nonperiodic sampling system 
via classical approaches as, for instance: (a)asymptotic stability of the free system holds if all the 
eigenvalues of the state transition matrix have (sample-to-sample) modulus < 1; (b)if the input is 
bounded, BIB0 stability holds under asymptotic stability of the free system. 
These results are coincident with those valid for periodic sampling. However, stability can hold 
under weaker conditions, as shown in Theorem 6. It is also interesting to characterize the rates of 
convergence to equilibrium as being directly dependent on the nominal system state. This can be 
useful to bound the sampling period without excessive computation costs in problems of transmission 
of errors [4,5] or signal adaptation Cl, 23. 
4. CONCLUSIONS 
This paper has dealt with the stability of nonperiodic sampling systems in relation to those 
involving the use of a nominal constant sampling period. The significant results are the 
characterization of the convergence to equilibrium of the current system in relation to that of the 
nominal one and the use of these results to compute bounds for the fastest (time-varying) time 
constant of the system. The computations are not “expensive” with regard to memory requirement 
and computing time, and involve the use of time-varying difference quations which have previously 
been derived for modelling purposes. 
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APPENDIX 
Proof of Theorem 1 
11 is known from previous results [7] that the state trajectory can be computed using the induced sampling instants: 
= &(T,Ms;- ,(kN -I- I-i- ,(T,Mti- AM; i=k+l,k+2 ,..., k+n,Vintegersk>n; 
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I:(k) p l;(k) + pi(k) - 1, 
Ii(k) a mininteger:;t,ESI 2 c_,(k) with SI denoting the set of sampling Instants used. 
@(T) P exp(Ar). @(Or = 0. rm = s exp [A(r - ~‘)]b dr’. 0 
t.e. the state and control transition matrices of equation (I ); i = k + I, k + 2. . k + n. V integers k > n: 
and 
r,- ,(T,) 4 diag (rj(r,,,,, - r,-,(k)). r,u,,,,,+  - r,,,x,). . r,q:i,+  - t,:,,,,}, j = 1.2.. , n. 
ri(q 4 e: I- exp[A(r - r’)]hdr’ . e, = (0 . . . . . 0, j.0 . . OIT. 0 
m(t,- ,(k)) a (u(<_ ,(k)).u(q,~J.. ..u(r,;,,,?: I = k + 2, k + 3.. _. k + n.V integers k > n; 
(A.‘) 
lA.3l 
with t,tr, for j, = Ii(k), I,(k) + 1.. . I:(k) being the real sampling instants between two consecutrve Induced samphng Instants. 
From equation (A.l). one obtains equation (2) directly by redefining the index i. 
Due to assumptions (1) and (2) under Theorem 1, there exists a non-singular transformation .Hk (i.e. x, , = X,z,., for each 
current modelling interval), such that equation (2) can be described for p = n in the discrete canonical controller form 
z(<(k)) = A(k)z(i;_,(k)) + h,_,(k)m(<_,(k)),i = k + 1.k + 2 . .._ .k + n. (A.41 
where 
W(k) = [” n,;k, ‘1, a(k) = (u,(k). u,_,(k). .c~,(k))~ (AS) 
with the o,(k) being the coefficients of the charactertsttc equation 
i” + i u,(k);.“-’ = det (S”(r,) - ;.I) = 0 
>=I 
and the relations: 
a(k) = .x, ‘@( T;).x’,;co{k) = JY; ‘I-Ak). (A.7) 
From standard well-known results [Xl. the transformation X, is given by 
,Jfk = u@(z). r,.,(q)IC-‘[&(k).b,.,(k)], 
(A.6) 
(AX) 
where 
C[&(T), r, ,(X)1 P [I-,+.- ,(T~LI#J(TJ~,+.-,(T;).. ..V '(W,('f;)l and. similarly. CCAckJ.6, ,(k)l) 
is the controllability matrix for the ortginal state representation. Assumptions (1) and (2) of Theorem 1 3 Theorem I (I). 
since X, is well-posed. Defining now 
Y&+,(k)) = z,+l(fJ + i ~:(k)mtl,+,_,(k)), j = 1.2 ,..., n, (A.9) 
1=1 
where 
h,(k) = &(k),L?f(k),. .&(k))T (A IO) 
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and from direct calculus involving equations (A.4) and (A.7)-(A.9). one deduces equations (5)oequation (6), by using the 
transformation JP: defined according to 
b,(k) = (H:)-‘b:(k), 
h:(k) a (b;(k), b.‘(k). . . W4)T, 
1 o...o 0 
a,(k) l...O...O 0 
J1”;= ; 
a,-,(k) 
( 
a,_,(k)... 1 0 
a,_,(k) a,_,(k)...a(k) 1 
(A.1 1) 
which proves Theorem 1 (ii). (The derivation of equations (A.1 1) is exactly as in Mendel [lo].) Q.E.D. 
Proof of Theorem 2 
The discrete transfer function of the dominant part of equation (4) on [tl,t,+J is 
n-1 
y(z) c 8.-,c”-i 
-_1 ‘=o”_ 
MM 
(A.12) 
2” + 1 x,_ici 
i=o 
First, one proves that the resolvent matrix (SO - APT,)-’ of a p x p matrix A,,T, in companion form [i.e. defined similarly 
to A(.) in equation (A.S)], of real entries, fulfils 
(so - A,~)-‘~eP = S,(k)/det(sO - APT,) 
with 
S,(k) a [~p-‘,s~...,sp-‘?;]T and 
Now, one proceeds inductively to prove that 
det(s0 - A,T) = s’ + i a,T;s’-‘, 
I=, 
Thus, equation (A.15) is assumed true for I = p. Then, 
S -r, o,...,o 
0 
(SO - A ,+,T,)= i 
0 so - A,Tk 
S,+ t(k) 
S -T o...o 
0 S --K o...o 
= 
o:.. OS 
I,+,(k) a,(k) _._ ... 
ii,(k)=a,‘P;, i= 1.2 ,.... p+ 1. 
e,h(O ,._., 0,l)r. 
V integers I> 2. 
0 
0 so - ApTt 
= : : 
-71 i:+,;k) ’ 
s + a,(k) 
Computing the determinant of this matrix by developing the cofactors of the first column, one deduces that 
det(s0 - A,+,z) = sdet(s0 - APT) + n,+,(k)TE+l = s”+l + C aJk)F~sP”-’ 
,=I 
from equations (A.15) and (A.16). By writing equivalently equation (A.13) as 
(SO - a\,~)[r~,sT~-‘....,~~-‘~] = (det(sO - A,z))Ke, 
and noting from equations (A.16) that the rows of d,(k) a (SO - A,T,) are 
A;(k)= 0 ,.._, o,s,-T,, ,._., 00 1 , k=1,2 ,..., p-l, i- 1 p-t- 1 
(A.13) 
(A.14) 
(A.15) 
(A.16) 
(A.17) 
(A.18) 
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one deduces easily that if(k = 0, k = 1. 2 . . . . . p - 1. This proves equation (A.18) for the (p - 1) first assoctated 
equations. Also, from equattons (A.16). one has ii(k = ;fldet(sO - &.,71). which completes the proof of equatton (A.IS) 
Then. for p = n. 
Y(:l 
1 c,_,r;-‘.S’ 
~rcT[(,-I)g-Ai7;,]-‘Ze,= ‘=f_, 
M(:t 
.sn + -Y a,_,T;_‘s’ 
,En 
IA.191 
wtth s = c - 1. Equatmg numerators and denominators of expressions (A.13) and (A.19). one obtains the polynomta) 
identities 
?‘( - 1)‘. 
which imply equations (9) directly. Q.E.D. 
Let 
ProoJ of Theorem 3 
A\, 4 exp[A(T* + AT)] = A* + &,, = exp(AT*) + &, 
It is well-known that 
I A’(T* + A7;)‘ 
A,= 7 
iYC> k! 
= ew(AT*) + ,$, ,$,,&Ak(T*)kmJATi. 
Let )Ary’) be any a prtori upper gound of )A7J and take k: as 
k: = Iminintegerc > 0 C, /IX,,’ - a,.)AT:““( > 0;V integers ; > 0; 
for some 0 i C. i X. where 
wtth some real constants 0 c .Jf < X. 0 < p < 1. which exrst smce W IS Hurwitz. This also tmplies that 
From equations (A.Zl)-(A.25). it follows for all r+sZ’ with IjxJ # 0. that 
1A.20) 
1A.21) 
(A.221 
IA.23) 
(A.24) 
(A.251 
such that E < mtn ( 1 + (p’: - l)N(k:)l. VLEZ’ with x, # 0, and 
Q.E.D. 
They follow from the fact that the r.h.s. of mequahty (A.261 may be expressed as O(iix,J) + O(ljx,Jp) s 01, x,,,). p ) I. 
since otherwise, equation (A.24) would not hold. 
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Proof of Theorem 4 
Since & is Hurwitz, equation (AX) holds. We begin by showing that 
/Ix,)/ < 2b,I(cll, V integers n 3 0 
and some constant h, 2 M; M defined as in inequality (A.26). Hypothesis 2 of Theorem 4 allows us to assert that 
(A.27) 
iltz(x.)ll 6 b, I/X,//~ (A.28) 
for some 0 < b, < co, provided that //x,/l is sufficiently small. One proves inequality (A.27) inductively by assuming that 
inequality (A.28) holds V t = 0, 1,. , n. and by noting that 
Ilx,+,l/ G llA”“c + i A’-‘g(x,)ll Q M/l”+’ llcll + i$oMp”-’ IIg(xJ/l < b,llell + 4b:b,llclj2 i pnmi (A.29) 
,=0 I=0 
from inequalities (A.27) and (A.28). From inequality (A.29), one deduces that inequality (A.27) holds for I = n + 1 if 
IICII <A---.-.- 
1-P 1-P 
4b:b,(l - $+I)’ 4b:h,’ 
(A.30) 
Since y. = &,c, one obtains [rearranging the vector equation associated with inequality (A.29). before taking norms. and 
taking subsequently norms]: 
Proof of Corollarp 3 
The proof follows 
stability]. 
I/x, - y.lI 6 4b:h lIdI’& V integers n > 0. (A.3 1) 
Q.E.D. 
immediately from Theorems 3 and 4 [inequalities (A.26) and (A.30) give the conditions ensuring 
Proof of Theorem 5 
First, two simple technical lemmas are given. 
Lemma I 
The discrete scalar sequence (u,, t 3 0) obtained from 
AU, + p,u, 4 IJ,, Au, = u, - u,-,, V integers t > 0, u0 = c, (A.32) 
verifies that u, < c,, where L’, is the solution if the equality holds in expressions (A.32). if P,E( - co,O], V t 3 0 and u0 = r0 = c. 
Proof. Let 4;, V integers I 2 0, be such that the equality in expressions (A.32) holds with 4,’ = 4, - a,, some Z, 2 0. 
Thus, 
r-1 ,-I ,-I 
u,= n(l-pi)c+ x n (1 
I=0 [ 1=0 j=l+l 
and a solution of the same type holds for the sequence (“,,I 2 0; 
4; = q, - a,, this implies that 
r-1 ,-I 
u,,<c,-1 fl (I 
i=c,=,+, 
-P,) 41. ug=c, 1 (A.33) 
using qi and the equality in expressions (A.32). Since 
- p,)xi. (A.34) 
This proves the statement for p,~[ - I, I]. since aj B 0, V integers j 2 0. From expressions (A.32) and (A.34), it follows 
that 
I-L 
u, - 11, < C pjt~, - uj); o0 = u0 = c; V integers t B 0, (A.35) 
,=cl 
wnich shows that U, < u, if p,~( - uz.01, VI 2 0. This completes the proof. 
Q.E.D. 
Lemma 2 
Let {a,,? B 9 uc = ct) and {u, > 0, t 2 0; u0 = c2j be two discrete sequences of real scalars verifying that 
Id, $ c + x upi. some 0 < C < co. 
i=0 
(A.36) 
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If 
then {u,. r B 0) is a bounded sequence. 
Prooj. Let (c,, I 2 01 be defined by 
Defining AZ, !? 2, - 2, _ , . applying Lemma 1 and using expressions (A.36) and (A.37). one obtains 
Thus, u, < C + 5, which is bounded since ?, < x under the hypothesis of the lemma. 
Now proof of Theorem 6 follows immedtately from Lemma Z by making the changes 
I- I 
f +- lim n-1 jexp(AT*)j”f I - ,=lj, ~ll~,ll13 
and 
u, = 11% - y,J. V integers y L 0, 
where 
i 
,-1,-l 
C = /tit sup 1 fl (1 + II&,ji) < x (by the hypothesis of the theorem). 
,=o,=, 
with x, and y, being the states at the ith samphng instants of the current and nominal sampling systems. 
IA.371 
(A.381 
Q.E.D. 
Q.E.D. 
t Note that although. in this case. I’, is a function of the current index r. the proof of the lemma remams valid 
